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Abstract
The first decade of the 21st century has witnessed a dizzying proliferation of digital data and platforms. At the onset of this data revolution, romantic exaltation of global sharing was common, but this sentiment has rapidly faded into the realities of data architecture and database construction, and the next challenge, standardization, is coming rapidly into focus. Paleontology and paleoanthropology exemplify this trend. Many specimen catalogs are hosted online, but accessibility is significantly hindered by disjunction and ultimately by the inherent complexities of querying structurally different datasets. The way forward is the definition and use of standard objects, relationships, and fields. The institutions most directly responsible for the acquisition and management of physical specimens are best equipped to initiate this, especially projects collecting specimens and artifacts in the field. In this paper we present a basic data structure for paleoanthropology projects that integrates the logistics of specimen collection and curation with the ultimate goal of broad digital dissemination.
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INTRODUCTION

Sharing data is good, but building and managing large datasets is costly (Nature 2007; “ETE Database Manual” 2010). Paleontology and archaeology are collections-based disciplines; specimens are collected, cataloged, and plotted in the field. Catalogs are revised thoroughly as curation, study, and finally publication, ensue. This is nothing new. From long before the age of the personal computer, investigators have archived project data in databases and sporadically published meaningful derivative subsets. This dissemination model continues to dominate scholarly communication. Increasingly, however, databases themselves are viewed as stable, citable repositories of knowledge, and database development is increasingly accorded appropriate credit.

Concern that selfish behavior was the primary hurdle to a world of unfettered data sharing makes less sense as the incentives for database publication converge on the rewards that stimulate publication of any research results. Straw men and stereotypes notwithstanding, current barriers to data distribution in paleoanthropology are less about selfishness than they are about sociology, logistics, and a lack of standardized data.

Any institution that hosts a paleontology database online has, by necessity, developed its own data standards. Several functional multi-institution paleontology databases currently exist, and these enact standardization across institutions. The most thorough provide extensive data dictionaries and instructions for how collaborating repositories should structure the data they provide. But each of these multi-institution databases is an organizational island, and no uniform standards exist. Additionally, all are designed from the perspective of the data aggregator, not the project. This is unfortunate, because projects collect, record, analyze, and curate the physical specimens, and data archiving is more efficiently handled at the project level.

This paper outlines a standard data dictionary (a list of fields and a specification of the format of their contents) for field-based paleoanthropology projects that is designed to follow all of the phases of data generation and dissemination, including database publication. It is based on the collective field experience of many paleoanthropologists and also on a rapidly intensifying dependence on publicly available databases for citable secondary data. Managing the transformation of data collected in the field into archived, accessible knowledge requires organization and foresight. The collection of more and more standardized data occurs when field results are recorded with an awareness of final data organizational structure. Also, public databases are...
better engineered when their developers understand the logistics of fieldwork and museum curation. The data dictionary in this paper aims to promote reconciliation of these perspectives on paleoanthropological data.

The database schema presented here has deep roots. Its digital ancestry can be directly traced to Middle Awash fieldwork in 1981 and the Paleoanthropology Inventory of Ethiopia in 1988 and 1989. The Middle Awash project has developed the data model extensively since. The initial plan of the Revealing Hominid Origins Initiative (RHOI) in 2003 was to require sharing of basic specimen data for participation and funding eligibility (Black et al. 2007), but a survey of participating projects turned up an astonishing diversity of platforms, data schema, and basic field definitions that rendered this intended requirement untenable (Black et al. 2007). Responding to this, several associates of the Revealing Hominid Origins Initiative collaborated to transform the Middle Awash model into a relational database template, and first distributed it publicly in 2007 (Black et al. 2007; Gilbert & Black 2007, 2010). The deliverable, a FileMaker-based relational database template, was freely distributed as shareware, along with a detailed user manual (Black et al. 2007). Several RHOI-affiliated projects have adapted versions of the template to their needs. The data definitions presented in this paper are based almost exactly on the RHOI database template fields and the Middle Awash project database format, with a few minor amendments.

Paleontology Databases and Data Sharing

To understand the broader nature and structure of publicly available paleontology data, we conducted a survey of some of the most utilized online databases and noted all epistemological discussion of data definitions, metadata, or data standardization published with these datasets. Depending on criteria, there are hundreds to thousands of digitally published vertebrate paleontology databases and spreadsheets, but we looked at only the most accessible of these. Our survey revealed a diversity of data structures, most of which were associated with single-institution collections.

A number of major research-oriented paleontology specimen collections serve some form of data publicly, but they vary considerably in data structure and depth. Catalog number, taxon, and location are the only universal fields. The minimalist American Museum of Natural History (AMNH) Division of Paleontology database and the Omo Kibish Faunal Database serve only 3 specimen data fields, whereas the National Museum of Natural History (NMNH) paleobiology collections database serves 34 fields (“Division of Paleontology Search the Database” 2007; “Search NMNH Collections” 2010; “Omo-Kibish Faunal Database” 2010). Other university research collections hosting online databases fall somewhere in between in terms of field number, including the Yale Peabody Museum (6 fields), the Florida Museum of Natural History at the University of Florida (17 fields), the University of Wyoming Department of Geology and Geophysics Collection of Fossil Vertebrates (22 fields), the Texas Natural Science Center at the University of Texas (12 fields), and the Middle Awash project specimen database (14 fields) (“Yale Vertebrate Paleontology - Online Catalog” 2007; “Collection of Fossil Vertebrates Database” 2010; “Search the Vertebrate Paleontology Master Database” 2010; “Vertebrate Paleontology Laboratory “ 2010; Gilbert 2010). Only the University of Wyoming Collection of Fossil Vertebrates Database provided data definitions.

Some online resources aggregate data from numerous institutions and localities, and thus engage in some degree of data standardization. Among resources surveyed, the Paleontology Portal (“Paleoportal”), MIOMAP, FAUNMAP, the NMNH Evolution of Terrestrial Ecosystems (ETE)/Paleobiology Database and Neogene of the Old World (NOW) Database of Fossil Mammals are aggregators of collection and locality information (Kaufman & Passarotti 2003a; Carrasco et al. 2005; “Search NMNH Collections” 2010; Fortelius 2010; Graham & Lundelius Jr. 2010; Alroy et al. 2010a). With the exception of Paleoportal, all of the above standardize metadata via either the ETE/Paleobiology Database or FAUNMAP/MIOMAP data conventions (Carrasco et al. 2005; Graham & Lundelius Jr. 2010). Both conventions provide data dictionaries (Kaufman & Passarotti 2003b; “ETE Database Manual” 2010; Alroy et al. 2010b). While the ETE architecture has
a more extensive array of fields for locality than we present here, many of which are useful, they omit several topographic and logistical fields that are relevant to paleoanthropology fieldwork, including lack of any reference to archaeology. Also, they include many fields that will be used only very rarely or overlap with other fields and are thus inefficient. More importantly, neither the ETE database nor FAUNMAP/MIOMAP manage specimen data, but rather manage localities and faunal lists. While localities are logistically and organizationally important, they are, by definition, inconsistently bounded, and locality-derived faunal lists are invariably differently collected aggregates of specimens. Localities and faunal lists are therefore poor choices for the fundamental units of any research or database project.

Finally, although neither a collections database nor a specifically designed vertebrate paleontology database, Darwin Core ("Darwin Core" 2009) deserves mention in any discussion of standardization of biological specimen collections. The initiative provides a series of standards by which bioinformatics and collection data are recorded, presented, and shared at the specimen level. It is essentially a global, malleable data schema. The initiative recommends that its standards be modified to suit any biological sub-discipline, vaguely defining a customizable set of 'terms.' Darwin Core is wiki-based, and allows users to develop new terms and modify old ones. It requires that any new metadata terms consider the taxonomy of previously established terms, amending them to encompass the new term's description without changing the meaning of the existing term, or when this is not possible, by establishing a new term. Updates are moderated by the Technical Architecture Group, the Darwin Core Project's arbiter of official term standards ("Darwin Core" 2009). The broad, malleable approach taken by the Darwin Core Project provides meaningful guidance on large-scale data integration. It is relatively straightforward to develop applications or websites that query multiple collections, so long as data structure is standardized. While there are numerous fossil databases online, few take on issues of data standardization, and none address the efficiency increases brought about by initiating standardization with collection. The inherent data aggregator bias we observed is an effect of history, not holistic wisdom. Projects are the entities best equipped to generate and maintain data. Here we define standard fields and data definitions suited to the needs of field paleoanthropology projects, such that they can easily be transformed into query-ready datasets.

**Data Structure in Paleoanthropology**

Many aspects of paleoanthropological fieldwork are universal. Exploration and discovery are the first phases. Geology specimens are often taken along the first transects in order to begin building a chronostratigraphic framework. Geomorphological analysis is simultaneous because erosion patterns the landforms available for collection, as well as the specimens themselves. Additionally, geological specimens are often taken from places with no fossils or artifacts.

Paleoanthropology projects usually collect geological specimens, soil specimens, microfossils, paleobotanical specimens, invertebrate fossils, vertebrate fossils, and archaeological remains. While individual collected objects retain specific position (GPS) information, clusters of specimens circumscribed by stratigraphy and/or exposure are common. These spatial and stratigraphic clusters range from enormous, as at Koobi Fora (Leakey & Leakey 1977), to restricted quarry sites, like Atapuerca Sima de los Huesos (Arsuaga et al. 1997), but are all usually designated as 'localities.' So, while very useful and often analytically meaningful, ‘localities’ are effectively administrative designations, and may be modified as work progresses. Without forethought, this evolutive process can lead to significant confusion and data damage. Worse, comparisons of locality-based sampling can be scientifically misleading.

Imprecise usage of the term ‘site’ for everything from large fossil- and artifact-rich regions to individual occurrences has traditionally been a source of even more confusion than variably defined localities. This problem is discussed in detail in Wolde Gabriel et al. (1992). The term ‘area’ is there suggested to be used to informally refer to any geographically bounded set of fossil and/or artifact-rich horizons. They define
the term ‘locality’ as a “discrete paleontological or archaeological occurrence within
an area of paleoanthropological significance. Localities are defined on the basis of
geological, paleontological, and archaeological contents of delimited outcrops of one
or a few stratigraphic horizons” (Wolde Gabriel et al. 1992, 474). In the terminology of
Wolde Gabriel et al. (1992), localities are always within areas. This fundamental distinc-
tion is organizationally useful.

The boundaries of localities are stratigraphic and spatial. Therefore, localities are
often named at natural, discrete unconformities and at the boundaries of physically
linked outcrops. Several informal zones may exist within a single locality (excavated ar-
eas, sieve operations, etc.), and sometimes more than one distinguishable stratigraph-
ic horizon may be exposed in a single locality. From a data management perspective,
boundaries of localities are formally defined by a cluster of specimens. On the ground,
however, they are bounded at depositional hiatuses and where either overburden or
vegetation obscures traceable marker horizons. Some stratigraphic disconformities
are more obvious than others, and often sustained stratigraphic work reveals perti-

A data dictionary

The following data dictionary outlines a simple schema designed for efficient field
entry, museum use, and queriability. Specimens are the fundamental unit of organiza-
tion, and localities organize clusters of specimens (see Fig. 1). This basic organizational
structure is common to many paleoanthropology projects.

**Specimen table schema**

- **Project**: Unique identifier of study area or project.
- **Specimen type**: Specimens will generally be of 6 types: Geology, vertebrate paleon-
tology, archaeology, non-vertebrate paleontology, paleobotany, and microfossils.
- **Specimen number**: Alphanumeric code that uniquely identifies specimen. Often, a
    specimen number contains metadata that allows for quick detection of the area
    of origin or current repository (e.g. KNM ER-1470). Avoiding characters that have
    a function in common query and markup languages (like quotes, percent signs,
    parentheses, semicolons, backslashes, etc.) is strongly advised. Although not
    absolutely necessary, a good rule of thumb is to use characters that would work
    in a MS-DOS filename. Care should be taken that no more than one individual is
    represented by each specimen number.
- **Locality**: Alphanumeric code that uniquely identifies locality.
- **Elements preserved**: List of skeletal elements preserved. Abbreviations are not
    recommended due to their incompatibility with keyword searches. Many projects
    use abbreviations, but there are not currently universal standards.
- **Geological formation**: Formal name of geological formation. Care should be taken
    to utilize the published geological formation name with established priority.
- **Geological member**: Formal name of geological member. Care should be taken to
    utilize the published geological member name with established priority.
- **Stratigraphic horizon**: Description of geological unit containing the specimen. Ge-
    nerally this description provides stratigraphic information beyond the geological
member, and care should be taken to provide as much detail as possible.

- **IN SITU? \((Y/N)\):** Was the specimen recovered in situ? This is always a discrete yes or no answer.
- **ESTIMATED UPPER AGE LIMIT \((\text{Ma})\):** Estimated specimen younger age limit in millions of years.
- **UPPER LIMIT AGE BASIS:** Basis for upper (younger) age limit estimate.
- **ESTIMATED LOWER AGE LIMIT \((\text{Ma})\):** Estimated specimen older age limit in millions of years.
- **LOWER LIMIT AGE BASIS:** Basis for lower (older) age limit estimate.
- **SEDIMENT OR MATRIX ADHERING?:** Indication from adhering matrix or sediment that the specimen was extracted from an in situ position. This specifically does not apply to adherent recent residue.
- **REPOSITORY:** Institution formally recognized as owner of the specimen.
- **HAS A REPLICA BEEN MADE? \((Y/N)\):** Indication of whether a cast has been made of the specimen.
- **CURATORIAL PROBLEM? \((Y/NEVER/CORRECTED)\):** Indication of occurrence of curatorial problem. See below for examples of curatorial problems. If a curatorial problem existed, but was later corrected, indication of this should be made such that the database becomes an archive of curatorial work with specimens through museum time.
- **CURATORIAL PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:** Description of curatorial problem. Curatorial problems include lost specimens, corrected specimen numbers, specimens where MNI is found to be greater than one, specimens that have illegible numbers, specimens that have been loaned for which return is overdue, etc. Curatorial problem descriptions may indicate that the problem was corrected, but recorded problems should never be deleted and should be archived in curatorial notes upon correction of the curatorial problem.
- **CURATORIAL NOTES:** Curatorial notes include descriptions of corrected problems,

---

![Fig. 1 General relationship of organized objects in a paleoanthropology project study area.](image-url)
loans, movements, damage, and other phenomena affecting the physical disposition of the specimen.

- **Taxonomic Problem?** (Y/N): Indication of occurrence of a taxonomic problem. Taxonomic problems generally result from discrepant identifications among specialists or from the inability of a collection manager to confidently identify a specimen to the level of precision perceived possible.

- **Taxonomic Identifier’s Names and Dates**: Names of identifiers and dates for identification of each taxonomic revision that triggers a change to the catalog.

- **Taxonomic Notes**: Notes on taxonomic identification and revision. These are recorded by both specialists and catalog managers, and care should be taken by the catalog manager to acquire any notes from specialists.

- **Taxon**: It is advisable to establish a standardized taxonomic lookup table using a singular source to insure consistency in application of higher taxonomic nomenclature to identified specimens. It is useful to separate prefixes like *cf.*, *aff.*, and *sp.* from the Linnaean nomen to facilitate efficient data management: *Class* prefix, *Class*; *Order* prefix, *Order*; *Suborder* prefix, *Suborder*; *Infraorder* prefix, *Infraorder*; *Superfamily* prefix, *Superfamily*; *Family* prefix, *Family*; *Subfamily* prefix, *Subfamily*; *Tribe* prefix, *Tribe*; *Genus* prefix, *Genus*; *Species* prefix, *Species*; *Subspecies* prefix, *Subspecies*.

- **Tool Type/Description**: Type of artifact collected.

- **Technique/Industry**: Name of industry or technique of manufacture. This field can be more verbose than ‘Tool type.’

- **Raw Material**: Raw material of collected artifact.

- **Artifact Identifier’s Name and Dates**: Names of identifiers and dates of identification of each archaeology revision that triggers a change to the catalog.

- **Archaeology Notes**: Notes on artifact identification and analysis. These are recorded by both specialists and catalog managers, and care should be taken by the collection manager to acquire any notes from specialists.

- **Formal Excavation**: Identifier of formal excavation from which specimen was derived.

- **Collection Procedure**: Specific procedure used to obtain specimen.

- **Reason for Collection**: Reason for collecting specimen.

- **Collector’s Name**: The collector is the person who found or encountered the specimen. While under some circumstances it may not be correct to assign discovery to a single person, as, for example, in excavations, it is not advisable to compromise this field by including more than one person’s name. In our experience, it is either a single person or simply ‘group.’

- **Collection Date**: Date of collection of specimen.

- **Latitude**: Latitude in a standardized format (for example, decimal degrees).

- **Longitude**: Longitude in a standardized format (for example, decimal degrees).

- **Geographic Imagery Reference**: Reference to satellite or air photo imagery source that records geographic origin of the specimen.

- **Specimen Geographic Location Notes**: Notes on geographic origin of specimen.

- **Geography Reference Provider**: Name of remote geographic information provider. For example, if a DGPS service is used, the name of the service provider and the correction signal type and frequency should be entered. If standard GPS is used, it should be noted here.

- **Geography Reference Date**: Date of geographic reference acquisition.

- **Geography Reference Type**: GPS, DGPS, total station, georeferenced image, etc.

- **GPS Unit (If Applicable)**: Brand and model of GPS unit.

- **Geo-reference Notes**: Notes on method used for georeferencing, including information on grid or alternative coordinate system.

- **Elevation**: Elevation in meters.

- **Elevation Type**: Basis of elevation. Examples include GPS, altimeter, and topographic map.

- **Elevation Provider**: Specific information on elevation provider. Examples include cartographer or DGPS service provider.
• Elevation date: Date elevation was recorded.

Locality table schema

• Project: Unique identifier of study area or project.
• Locality ID: Alphanumeric code that uniquely identifies locality. Avoid characters that have a function in common query and markup languages (like quotes, percent signs, parentheses, semicolons, backslashes, etc.). Although not absolutely necessary, a good rule of thumb is to use characters that would work in a MS-DOS filename.
• Locality common name: Name used to refer to locality. Often this is the local name of the vicinity of the locality.
• Geological member: Formal name of geological member to which the locality belongs. Care should be taken to utilize the published geological formation name with established priority. Only one member should be entered. If a locality exposes more than one formal member, the less common member(s) should be discussed in stratigraphic interval.
• Geological formation: Formal name of geological formation. Care should be taken to utilize the published geological formation name with established priority (Salvador 1994).
• Stratigraphic interval: Detailed description of stratigraphic interval represented at the locality. Care should be taken to avoid redundancy between stratigraphic interval description and locality description, although some overlap is inevitable. This field has no length limitations and should include as much detail as possible.
• Estimated upper age limit (MA): Estimated locality younger age limit in millions of years.
• Upper limit age basis: Basis for upper (younger) age limit estimate.
• Estimated lower age limit (MA): Estimated locality older age limit in millions of years.
• Lower limit age basis: Basis for lower (older) age limit estimate.
• Locality description and boundaries: Description of locality using landscape features. Care should be taken to avoid botanical features and to minimize redundancy between locality description and stratigraphic interval.
• Locality dimensions (N/S): Approximate north to south locality dimensions in meters.
• Locality dimensions (E/W): Approximate east to west locality dimensions in meters.
• Uncollected taxa present: List of taxa represented among uncollected fossils. Taxonomic nomenclature should follow the taxonomic code adopted for the database.
• Archaeological evidence: Detailed description of archaeological evidence associated with the site.
• Macrobotanical evidence: Detailed description of non-microscopic botanical evidence associated with the site.
• Locality discoverer: Person or persons responsible for discovering locality. Unlike specimens, because it is potentially unrealistic to establish the first specimen found, localities may list the names of more than one discoverer.
• Locality discovery date: Date of locality discovery.
• Locality recorder: Person recording locality information.
• Locality recording date: Date of locality information recording.
• Latitude: Latitude of approximate center of locality.
• Longitude: Longitude of approximate center of locality.
• Geographic imagery reference: Reference to satellite or air photo imagery source that records geographic position of the locality.
• Geography reference provider: Name of remote geographic information provider. For example, if a DGPS service is used, the name of the service provider and the correction signal type and frequency should be entered. If standard GPS is used, it should be noted here.
• Geography reference date: Date of geographic reference acquisition.
• Geography reference type: GPS, DGPS, georeferenced image, etc.
• **GPS unit (if applicable):** Brand and model of GPS unit.
• **Geo-reference notes:** Notes on method used for georeferencing. Excavation grids, total station systems, and other sub-locality geo-spatial systems should be mentioned here.
• **Elevation:** Elevation in meters.
• **Elevation type:** Basis of elevation. Examples include GPS, altimeter, and topographic map.
• **Elevation provider:** Specific information about elevation information. Examples include topographic map cartographer and DGPS service provider.
• **Elevation date:** Date elevation was recorded.
• **Field notes:** Notes on locality taken in field.
• **Repository notes:** Notes on locality derived from museum work.
• **Data notes:** Notes about locality data handling.

**Implementation**

Fundamentally, the data dictionary presented above encompasses elements (‘fields’) that differ little from those traditionally utilized by field paleoanthropology projects. No attempt was made to include additional terms beyond those most efficiently employed in the field and laboratory. In an ideal world of universal data standardization, one in which every project or institution kept a digital database of all fossils, each project’s responsibility would be to serve a queriable database of specimens with complete and accurate contextual, taxonomic, and curatorial data. The aggregator’s role would be to design queries and interfaces that best compile, visualize, and relate data from the standardized global dataset. In this ideal situation, two citations would be generated when data was utilized, one for the aggregator and one for the project.

While this ideal will likely never be realized, it is clear that we are moving rapidly in the direction of increasing data integration. Under these conditions, data structure in paleoanthropology will inevitably converge on consistently utilized terms and a relational structure reflecting the real-world relationships of the organized entities. Anticipating these terms is a benefit to any project interested in preservation of the information it generates.

**Conclusions**

The most broadly utilized paleontology data aggregating initiatives, like the ETE Database or FAUNMAP/MIOMAP, are the outgrowth of a data integration movement that placed sharing at the top of the priorities list, one motivated by the promise of a linked, global paleontological dataset. Field projects do not have the same perspective. Each exists as a funded entity for its individual merit, operating under the rules and regulations of multiple institutions and governments and primarily focused on generating data to answer specific research questions. In the past, this has provided sufficient motivation for database efforts, particularly collaborative and standardized ones. Public databases, however, are increasingly citable, and thus even assessable for their scientific impact based on the number and profile of citations (see, for example, the Rat Genome Database (Twigger et al. 2007; Gilbert 2010)). There now exists a firm basis for assigning academic merit to people or projects electronically publishing data in relational tabular format. This fundamentally changes the scholarly rewards and economics of data sharing, making it more plausible for projects to invest in publishing datasets online. Of course, this economic shift is also a potential benefit to data aggregators. They can now start shifting the burden of data quality control and maintenance to projects and focus increasingly on development of queries, visualizations, and larger network topologies that stand at the heart of using the larger data sets to answer scientific questions.

More universal data standards directly benefit projects, data aggregators, and the larger paleoanthropological community. This paper presents a data dictionary and data schema that evolved in the face of strong field testing for over 20 years, then transfor-
med into a publicly shared relational database template and user manual (RHOI), and finally successfully converted into the first publicly accessible database of hominids and hominid-associated vertebrate fossils from the African Rift (Twigger et al. 2007; Gilbert 2010). Most paleoanthropology projects will have very similar data structure needs, although most projects will have singularities that require customization. We offer the data schema and dictionary presented here as a humble step in the development of global data standards in paleoanthropology.
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